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Playing with Pokemon Go might sound fun at first but it can be destructive to your life after a
while. The game can take over every waking hour of your when you become obsessed and
addicted to the game. However, this does not mean that you have to fall victim to the pitfalls of an
addiction to Pokemon Go.This guide will help you learn all about the effects of an addiction to
the game and how such an issue can develop in your life. You will also learn about what you can
do to keep an addiction to Pokemon Go from taking over your life.You will learn about the many
habits and activities you can consider when finding a way to get over your addiction. This
includes a look at what you can do to keep cravings under control and how you can manage
technology the right way. The solutions listed here are certainly designed to help you improve
your life and to give you the most out of it.You will also learn about the issues that come with
professional help. These include problems that may make recovering from an addiction
expensive, not to mention potentially harder for you to handle on your own.Tags: Pokemon GO,
Mobile Game, Game abuse, Addiction Recovery, Smartphone Addiction, Game Addiction,
Online Gaming Addiction

From the PublisherHere are 101 object lessons guaranteed to energize any youth group or
Sunday school class. Veteran youth workers Helen Musick and Duffy Robbins dip into their bag
of tried-and-true teaching tricks to present this collection of their most effective object lessons.
They're quirky. Vivid. Stimulating. Easy and fast to prepare. And perfect for use in devotionals,
Sunday school lessons, talks at camps and retreats, and even sermons for both junior and
senior high groups. The lessons are indexed by topic and by Scripture; and each lesson
concludes with a variety of segues, applications, and directions that youth leaders can take to
move into their study or talk.From the AuthorHelen Musick, a 16-year veteran of youth ministry,
is founder and director of Discover Minstries, an instructor of youth ministry at Asbury
Theological Seminary, and a member of Youth Specialties National Resource Seminar team.
She lives in Lexington, KY. Duffy Robbins, chairperson of the department of youth ministry at
Eastern College and a member of Youth Specialties National Resource Seminar team, is the
author or coauthor of several books, including Spontaneous Melodramas. She lives in
Phoenixville, PAFrom the Back CoverYou may not like it that students forgot your talk on
temptation, but remembered your mouse-trap object lesson . . . . . . but the fact remains that
nothing brings a lesson to life more vividly and concretely--or wakes up a drowsy Sunday school
class faster--than a good object lesson. In Everyday Object Lessons for Youth Groups the
authors (who are youth workers and teachers of youth workers) pool their most effective 45
object lessons into a collection that's perfect for both junior and senior high youth groups. Here
are no-prep and low-prep object lessons for devotionals, Sunday school lessons, talks at camps



and retreats--even for sermons. Inside you'll find object lessons about-- Beauty (using a kiwi
fruit) Regret (a mirror) Divine protection (sun block) Anger (Alka-Seltzer and 7-Up) The power of
words (Popsicle sticks) Priorities (manure) Confession (hydrogen peroxide) Temptation (a
mousetrap) The person of Jesus (keys) Conformity (Play-Doh) Endurance (bricks) --and 34
more quirky and attention-getting object lessons. Use them to open your lessons . . . to
dramatize your talks . . . to close your Bible studies with a demonstration. However you use them,
you have Bible references and provocative discussion-starting questions with each object
lesson to help you take it in any direction you want. And with both a topical and a scriptural
index, you can find the perfect object lesson fast.About the AuthorHelen Musick taught Youth
Ministry at Asbury Seminary and was a member of Youth Specialties Core team for years. She
now serves as Transformation Pastor at Quest Community Church in Lexington, Kentucky.Dr.
Duffy Robbins is Professor of youth ministry at Eastern University in St. Davids, Pennsylvania, is
a respected youth ministry veteran with over forty years of experience in the field. He speaks
around the world to teenagers and people who care about teenagers. Duffy also serves as a
Teaching Pastor at Faithbridge Church, Spring Texas.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All
rights reserved.All about object lessons & how to use them Helen: Two years ago my
understanding of teaching adolescents changed dramatically when Duffy: Me too! Well, it was
more than two years ago. The fact that teenagers learn differently than I thought hit me for the
first time on a Sunday morning several years ago. Helen: Okay, so upstage me... Duffy: I had just
finished preaching what I felt was a fairly effective sermon, and people were streaming out of the
church. I was in my thanks-for-coming handshake mode, responding to comments as people
walked down the front steps of the church. "I appreciate the encouragement." "I m glad you
found it helpful." "No, ma am, I m fine, I just haven t been getting much sleep lately." "Good to
see you too." "Yes, honey, that s my real hair. Shouldn t you be in the nursery?" Then, came an
epiphany. I got exactly three comments on my sermon and two of them weren t even about the
sermon. They were about the children s talk I had given earlier in the service. Now I understand
that every sermon isn t going to be a direct hit, but I know good stuff when I hear it, and I
thought this was pretty good stuff! A Swindoll outline, two Campolo illustrations, a little John
Stott, a bit of Eugene Peterson, and a pinch of Max Lucado. Vintage Duffy Robbins, right? But I
heard no end of conversational references to "Gary the Glove," the object lesson I had used in
the children s talk a simple illustration using a glove and my hand. Middle-aged men in suits
were saying, "Hey, that little talk about Gary the Glove really helped." Gary the Glove? That one-
minute object lesson? Helen: My turn. Over the past 16 years I had worked in the local church
pastoring and discipling youths. The students I worked with mostly came from middle and upper-
middle class homes. The churches I served were like any traditional church found in the Bible
Belt. All that changed when I accepted a new youth ministry position. Most of my new students
came from backgrounds of abuse, neglect, and brokenness. I remember driving to meet my new
youth group for the first time. I had to drive through a security gate and past security guards to a
building surrounded by barbed wire fences. My new youth group, 15 girls between the ages of



13 and 17, consisted of young women who, because of crimes they had committed, were now
serving time in a full-security rehabilitation facility. With these young women I learned the value
of using object lessons as an effective means of teaching adolescence. I realized quickly that
their attention spans were short and their interest levels were low. One week I brought in a sack
of shoes: old shoes, new shoes, my daughter s princess dress-up shoes. There were running
shoes, infant shoes, fuzzy slippers, and high-heeled pumps. I dumped the shoes out in the
middle of the floor. "Tell me, ladies. If you were to choose one pair of shoes to describe how you
feel about life, which pair would it be?" An amazing thing happened. The girls started choosing
shoes, and with the most enthusiasm I d seen yet, they started sharing why they chose the
shoes they did. After the sharing came to an end, I talked to the girls about how Jesus has
walked where we ve all walked. He s been afflicted, challenged, hurt in the same ways we have.
They made the connection, and I saw sparks of insight and interest I had not seen before. The
shoes had been a tool to teach these students about God s care and love for them. Girls who
chose not to attend Bible study that night watched from a distance with a level of curiosity that
eventually led them into the circle. The next week I brought a bag of jelly beans. And so it went.
Many of these object lesson came from a special season of ministry for me a season I ll always
be grateful for. You don t have to work with troubled youths for object lessons to be effective.
And object lessons aren t just for children. Since we started working with teenagers, we ve
incorporated visual objects in sermons for teens and adults alike. The response is always the
same: their interest is held and learning occurs. What more could you ask for? Concrete, visible,
vivid, and memorable it s hard to beat a good object lesson when you re trying to help people
understand a biblical truth. To borrow from Paul s words in Colossians 1, object lessons are a
kind of visible expression of the invisible, made even more effective by applying the following
reminders.  The power of an object lesson is in its simplicity. Resist the temptation to explain all
the deep symbolism you ve been able to uncover. One of the quickest ways to ruin an object
lesson is try to make it more than it is. Make just one truth visible to your students that s
enough. Don t press the analogy so hard that you end up squashing it flat. Mickey Mouse is not
a Christ figure, Barney is not an archetype of socioeconomic oppression, and even if there are
three different fibers in the fabric Gary the Glove is not about the Trinity. So keep it simple,
prepare the best lesson you can, and remember that it s the Holy Spirit, not your object lesson,
that instructs and changes students.Read more
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The Pokemon Go AddictionLearning to Log Off and Avoid a Troubling ObsessionBy Daniel A.
FennerCopyright © 2016 by Daniel A. FennerAll rights reserved. No part of this guide may be
reproduced in any form without permission in writing from the publisher except in the case of
brief quotations embodied in critical articles or reviews.Legal & DisclaimerThe information
contained in this book is not designed to replace or take the place of any form of medicine or
professional medical advice. The information in this book has been provided for educational and
entertainment purposes only.The information contained in this book has been compiled from
sources deemed reliable and it is accurate to the best of the Author's knowledge; however, the
Author cannot guarantee its accuracy and validity and cannot be held liable for any errors or
omissions.Changes are periodically made to this book. You must consult your doctor or get
professional medical advice before using any of the suggested remedies, techniques or
information in this book.Upon using the information contained in this book, you agree to hold
harmless the Author from and against any damages, costs and expenses, including any legal
fees, potentially resulting from the application of any of the information provided by this guide.
This disclaimer applies to any damages or injury caused by the use and application, whether
directly or indirectly, of any advice or information presented, whether for breach of contract, tort,
negligence, personal injury, criminal intent or under any other cause of action.You agree to
accept all risk of using the information presented inside this book. You need to consult a
professional medical practitioner in order to ensure you are both able & healthy enough to
participate in this program.Table of ContentsIntroductionA Message For ParentsChapter 1 –
When Does It Become An Addiction?The Brain’s ChangesKey Signs of an AddictionChapter 2 –
What Causes the Addiction?A Lack of Interest In Other PeopleDepressionInfluences From
Other PeopleThe Game ItselfChapter 3 – Getting Away From the GameThe Risk of Cold
TurkeySkip Your Morning CheckPrepare Sensible LimitsAvoid Web SearchesChapter 4 –
Avoiding TemptationsKeeping Your Mobile Device In CheckSeparate Recreational and
Professional WorkUse a Blocking ProgramAvoid Wearable TechIdeas At the Workplace or
CampusChapter 5 – Finding New Things To DoGet ExerciseWind Down With a BookTake In
New ActivitiesVisit Other PeopleChapter 6 – What If a Craving Comes Along?Think About Other
DutiesTalk With OthersGo On a Little WalkBreathe CarefullyChapter 7 – Why Professional Help
Is Only a Last ResortIssues With a PsychologistWhat About Camps and Retreats?
ConclusionIntroductionIt might be fun at the start to play Pokemon Go, what with the game being
so unique. The fact that many others are playing it will certainly make you want to keep at it.But
what happens when the game starts taking over your life?When you become addicted to
something, it starts to occupy every waking moment of your life. You might begin to feel that your
life is empty without it. You will start to think about it even when you’re not playing.You may keep
on playing just to try and complete every single objective that the game has to offer. Eventually
you might start spending loads of money just to do more with the game.After a while, your life



can get into a massive tailspin. Your daily thoughts will be centralized all around Pokemon Go
while you struggle to make it through your daily life.You might spend all your spare time doing
nothing but playing along with that game. You could easily lose sleep over it because you’re
doing so much with it.To make things worse, every aspect of your life outside of the game will be
harmed. Your relationships with friends and family members will be in danger. Your work
relationships will also be in trouble as you could end up losing your job and a countless amount
of money as a result of your addiction.You could even get into legal trouble if you become
obsessed with the game. This comes amid how you could be in danger of not knowing where
you are, thus getting injured while playing or possibly trespassing on someone’s property.The
damages that can come about from a Pokemon Go addiction can be a threat to your life.
However, you don’t have to fall victim to this if you understand what you can do to keep such an
addiction from being a threat to your life.This guide will help you learn about what you can do to
get over a dangerous addiction. It is all about knowing what you can do to keep this game from
taking over your life.You will learn about how an addiction may develop and what can cause it to
be so difficult. This will help you understand what you can do in order to fix the problem.You will
also learn about how to get away from the temptations that often cause you to be interested in
the game and what you can do to stop them from being a problem to your life. You will be
surprised at how so many positive behaviors can help you change your life for the better.There is
also a section in this book about what you can do in the event that you start to have a craving for
playing the game. You will see that you don’t have to give in to your urges if you simply know
what to do with your life.Don’t assume that you’re going to fall victim to an obsession with
Pokemon Go. It’s time to log off and get back to living a healthier life.A Message For ParentsThis
guide is geared towards those who have become addicted to the game but it may also be used
in the case that you have a child who is addicted to it. You can use the information in this guide
to learn about how your child’s addiction can be dangerous and what you can do to help your
child break the cycle of addiction. This is an ideal book for all those who need help with getting
away from the dangerous habit of playing the game more than necessary.Chapter 1 – When
Does It Become An Addiction?You might think when you’re first playing Pokemon Go that it’s not
something that you could become easily addicted to. You might think that the game is a nice
diversion to play along with every once in a while.However, over time you will start to keep on
playing and devoting more time to it each day. It will evolve to the point where everything you are
doing is going to be based around that one simple game.But what causes an addiction to
Pokemon Go to develop? This chapter entails a closer look at how such a dangerous addiction
can start and the signs that come with an addiction to it.The Brain’s ChangesThe Pokemon Go
AddictionLearning to Log Off and Avoid a Troubling ObsessionBy Daniel A. FennerThe Pokemon
Go AddictionLearning to Log Off and Avoid a Troubling ObsessionBy Daniel A. FennerCopyright
© 2016 by Daniel A. FennerAll rights reserved. No part of this guide may be reproduced in any
form without permission in writing from the publisher except in the case of brief quotations
embodied in critical articles or reviews.Legal & DisclaimerThe information contained in this book



is not designed to replace or take the place of any form of medicine or professional medical
advice. The information in this book has been provided for educational and entertainment
purposes only.The information contained in this book has been compiled from sources deemed
reliable and it is accurate to the best of the Author's knowledge; however, the Author cannot
guarantee its accuracy and validity and cannot be held liable for any errors or
omissions.Changes are periodically made to this book. You must consult your doctor or get
professional medical advice before using any of the suggested remedies, techniques or
information in this book.Upon using the information contained in this book, you agree to hold
harmless the Author from and against any damages, costs and expenses, including any legal
fees, potentially resulting from the application of any of the information provided by this guide.
This disclaimer applies to any damages or injury caused by the use and application, whether
directly or indirectly, of any advice or information presented, whether for breach of contract, tort,
negligence, personal injury, criminal intent or under any other cause of action.You agree to
accept all risk of using the information presented inside this book. You need to consult a
professional medical practitioner in order to ensure you are both able & healthy enough to
participate in this program.Copyright © 2016 by Daniel A. FennerAll rights reserved. No part of
this guide may be reproduced in any form without permission in writing from the publisher except
in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles or reviews.Legal & DisclaimerThe
information contained in this book is not designed to replace or take the place of any form of
medicine or professional medical advice. The information in this book has been provided for
educational and entertainment purposes only.The information contained in this book has been
compiled from sources deemed reliable and it is accurate to the best of the Author's knowledge;
however, the Author cannot guarantee its accuracy and validity and cannot be held liable for any
errors or omissions.Changes are periodically made to this book. You must consult your doctor or
get professional medical advice before using any of the suggested remedies, techniques or
information in this book.Upon using the information contained in this book, you agree to hold
harmless the Author from and against any damages, costs and expenses, including any legal
fees, potentially resulting from the application of any of the information provided by this guide.
This disclaimer applies to any damages or injury caused by the use and application, whether
directly or indirectly, of any advice or information presented, whether for breach of contract, tort,
negligence, personal injury, criminal intent or under any other cause of action.You agree to
accept all risk of using the information presented inside this book. You need to consult a
professional medical practitioner in order to ensure you are both able & healthy enough to
participate in this program.Table of ContentsIntroductionA Message For ParentsChapter 1 –
When Does It Become An Addiction?The Brain’s ChangesKey Signs of an AddictionChapter 2 –
What Causes the Addiction?A Lack of Interest In Other PeopleDepressionInfluences From
Other PeopleThe Game ItselfChapter 3 – Getting Away From the GameThe Risk of Cold
TurkeySkip Your Morning CheckPrepare Sensible LimitsAvoid Web SearchesChapter 4 –
Avoiding TemptationsKeeping Your Mobile Device In CheckSeparate Recreational and



Professional WorkUse a Blocking ProgramAvoid Wearable TechIdeas At the Workplace or
CampusChapter 5 – Finding New Things To DoGet ExerciseWind Down With a BookTake In
New ActivitiesVisit Other PeopleChapter 6 – What If a Craving Comes Along?Think About Other
DutiesTalk With OthersGo On a Little WalkBreathe CarefullyChapter 7 – Why Professional Help
Is Only a Last ResortIssues With a PsychologistWhat About Camps and Retreats?
ConclusionTable of ContentsIntroductionA Message For ParentsChapter 1 – When Does It
Become An Addiction?The Brain’s ChangesKey Signs of an AddictionChapter 2 – What Causes
the Addiction?A Lack of Interest In Other PeopleDepressionInfluences From Other PeopleThe
Game ItselfChapter 3 – Getting Away From the GameThe Risk of Cold TurkeySkip Your Morning
CheckPrepare Sensible LimitsAvoid Web SearchesChapter 4 – Avoiding TemptationsKeeping
Your Mobile Device In CheckSeparate Recreational and Professional WorkUse a Blocking
ProgramAvoid Wearable TechIdeas At the Workplace or CampusChapter 5 – Finding New
Things To DoGet ExerciseWind Down With a BookTake In New ActivitiesVisit Other
PeopleChapter 6 – What If a Craving Comes Along?Think About Other DutiesTalk With
OthersGo On a Little WalkBreathe CarefullyChapter 7 – Why Professional Help Is Only a Last
ResortIssues With a PsychologistWhat About Camps and Retreats?ConclusionIntroductionIt
might be fun at the start to play Pokemon Go, what with the game being so unique. The fact that
many others are playing it will certainly make you want to keep at it.But what happens when the
game starts taking over your life?When you become addicted to something, it starts to occupy
every waking moment of your life. You might begin to feel that your life is empty without it. You will
start to think about it even when you’re not playing.You may keep on playing just to try and
complete every single objective that the game has to offer. Eventually you might start spending
loads of money just to do more with the game.After a while, your life can get into a massive
tailspin. Your daily thoughts will be centralized all around Pokemon Go while you struggle to
make it through your daily life.You might spend all your spare time doing nothing but playing
along with that game. You could easily lose sleep over it because you’re doing so much with it.To
make things worse, every aspect of your life outside of the game will be harmed. Your
relationships with friends and family members will be in danger. Your work relationships will also
be in trouble as you could end up losing your job and a countless amount of money as a result of
your addiction.You could even get into legal trouble if you become obsessed with the game. This
comes amid how you could be in danger of not knowing where you are, thus getting injured
while playing or possibly trespassing on someone’s property.The damages that can come about
from a Pokemon Go addiction can be a threat to your life. However, you don’t have to fall victim
to this if you understand what you can do to keep such an addiction from being a threat to your
life.This guide will help you learn about what you can do to get over a dangerous addiction. It is
all about knowing what you can do to keep this game from taking over your life.You will learn
about how an addiction may develop and what can cause it to be so difficult. This will help you
understand what you can do in order to fix the problem.You will also learn about how to get away
from the temptations that often cause you to be interested in the game and what you can do to



stop them from being a problem to your life. You will be surprised at how so many positive
behaviors can help you change your life for the better.There is also a section in this book about
what you can do in the event that you start to have a craving for playing the game. You will see
that you don’t have to give in to your urges if you simply know what to do with your life.Don’t
assume that you’re going to fall victim to an obsession with Pokemon Go. It’s time to log off and
get back to living a healthier life.A Message For ParentsThis guide is geared towards those who
have become addicted to the game but it may also be used in the case that you have a child
who is addicted to it. You can use the information in this guide to learn about how your child’s
addiction can be dangerous and what you can do to help your child break the cycle of addiction.
This is an ideal book for all those who need help with getting away from the dangerous habit of
playing the game more than necessary.IntroductionIt might be fun at the start to play Pokemon
Go, what with the game being so unique. The fact that many others are playing it will certainly
make you want to keep at it.But what happens when the game starts taking over your life?When
you become addicted to something, it starts to occupy every waking moment of your life. You
might begin to feel that your life is empty without it. You will start to think about it even when
you’re not playing.You may keep on playing just to try and complete every single objective that
the game has to offer. Eventually you might start spending loads of money just to do more with
the game.After a while, your life can get into a massive tailspin. Your daily thoughts will be
centralized all around Pokemon Go while you struggle to make it through your daily life.You
might spend all your spare time doing nothing but playing along with that game. You could easily
lose sleep over it because you’re doing so much with it.To make things worse, every aspect of
your life outside of the game will be harmed. Your relationships with friends and family members
will be in danger. Your work relationships will also be in trouble as you could end up losing your
job and a countless amount of money as a result of your addiction.You could even get into legal
trouble if you become obsessed with the game. This comes amid how you could be in danger of
not knowing where you are, thus getting injured while playing or possibly trespassing on
someone’s property.The damages that can come about from a Pokemon Go addiction can be a
threat to your life. However, you don’t have to fall victim to this if you understand what you can do
to keep such an addiction from being a threat to your life.This guide will help you learn about
what you can do to get over a dangerous addiction. It is all about knowing what you can do to
keep this game from taking over your life.You will learn about how an addiction may develop and
what can cause it to be so difficult. This will help you understand what you can do in order to fix
the problem.You will also learn about how to get away from the temptations that often cause you
to be interested in the game and what you can do to stop them from being a problem to your life.
You will be surprised at how so many positive behaviors can help you change your life for the
better.There is also a section in this book about what you can do in the event that you start to
have a craving for playing the game. You will see that you don’t have to give in to your urges if
you simply know what to do with your life.Don’t assume that you’re going to fall victim to an
obsession with Pokemon Go. It’s time to log off and get back to living a healthier life.A Message



For ParentsThis guide is geared towards those who have become addicted to the game but it
may also be used in the case that you have a child who is addicted to it. You can use the
information in this guide to learn about how your child’s addiction can be dangerous and what
you can do to help your child break the cycle of addiction. This is an ideal book for all those who
need help with getting away from the dangerous habit of playing the game more than
necessary.Chapter 1 – When Does It Become An Addiction?You might think when you’re first
playing Pokemon Go that it’s not something that you could become easily addicted to. You might
think that the game is a nice diversion to play along with every once in a while.However, over
time you will start to keep on playing and devoting more time to it each day. It will evolve to the
point where everything you are doing is going to be based around that one simple game.But
what causes an addiction to Pokemon Go to develop? This chapter entails a closer look at how
such a dangerous addiction can start and the signs that come with an addiction to it.The Brain’s
ChangesChapter 1 – When Does It Become An Addiction?You might think when you’re first
playing Pokemon Go that it’s not something that you could become easily addicted to. You might
think that the game is a nice diversion to play along with every once in a while.However, over
time you will start to keep on playing and devoting more time to it each day. It will evolve to the
point where everything you are doing is going to be based around that one simple game.But
what causes an addiction to Pokemon Go to develop? This chapter entails a closer look at how
such a dangerous addiction can start and the signs that come with an addiction to it.The Brain’s
Changes
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Ebook Library Reader, “my best advice to deal with this addiction is simply not .... I have to be
very frank. I am very critical of the Pokémon Go addiction and I have never played this game
before. The title of this book deeply resonates with me a lot and the ways to handle and cope
with this addiction as written in this book is very practical and simple to put in practice. For me,
my best advice to deal with this addiction is simply not to play, there are so many harmless and
enjoyable hobbies to pursue than to be obsessed with smartphone (they are not smart at all by
the way!) and Pokémon Go or Facebook (I don't use that and it is much peaceful!). But for those
playing this game; it is certainly useful to read this book and learn to 'control' Pokémon and not
let it control you.I am convinced that this book will save a lot of lives and I really hope that a
printed version will be out soon.”

G.Sreenivasa Rao, “Opens up space and various possibilities to overcome on one's own.
Another new addiction to the world. This book can be used for almost all technical addictions
like internet,youtube, games etc.I liked a few things about this kindle. It is short, one sitting
reading. It provides various ways to control and overcome this addiction. I personally liked two of
them- avoding websearches and avoiding checking updates. All other suggestions are sensible,
practical to a large extent, but I doubt whether a true already addicted can really do some. It will
be helpful before one become addict.If you have a feeling that you are becoming addicted to
Pokemon go or any other game, it will be useful in introducing you various ways to get over with
addiction.”

Ethan Powers, “Good tips to overcome addiction. This book contains practical tips to eliminate
Pokeman Go addiction or for that matter any online games. You will learn to spot how a game is
about to become an addiction and as the saying goes, prevention is better than cure. Once the
symptoms appear, you now have the tools to prevent or cure it at the early stage.I remember
Tony Robbins mentioned that most changes that people want to make usually do not last, unless
they have an alternative item or event to take over the old habit. Daniel has included some
alternatives to keep you occupied which is great.Overall a good book to have in your library as
we usually have an addiction and this guide can be the game changer.”

Rob, “Buy if you spent too much time with Pokeman or digital devices.. This was a good book,
easy to read, and long enough to cover the essentials of Pokeman addiction and how to combat
it. It's the sort of book which is ideal for a young person who needs to set down the device or
anyone who can't stay away from the the internet. Most of the advice is general advice that
applies to all addictions. I found it valuable and will be incorporating some of the tips in my own
life since I spend way too much time online. Worth buying for your son or daughter if they're
around the age where they're just getting online and are susceptible to getting addicted to their
smart phones.”



SHollier, “Great for those not addicted to confirm their beliefs. Great place to find information if
you have family members with this addiction, especially since you can't get the rest of the world
to believe this addiction exists. Too bad you can't get the addict to read it to find out they really
do have a problem.”

Nguyen Truong Khoa, “A great book which give me insights into managing pokemon go .... A
great book which give me insights into managing pokemon go addiction. I applied this
methodology to me and my friends and it completely changed the way our life being affected by
this game negatively but still enjoy the play somehow.”

The Organizer, “Pokémon Go Addiction. This has lots of helpful solutions to help you find other
things to do instead of playing Pokémon Go. Thanks so much!”

Pistol, “Pete. This books gives a brief overview of how our society works and how nintendo uses
different tricks that will turn this game into an addiction dont fall for it, a great read straight to the
point i highly recommended.”

Tim Doan, “A great book to read about the ever-challenging issues with mobile .... A great book
to read about the ever-challenging issues with mobile technology hindering our daily lives.
Daniel Fenner clearly point out the dangers associated with the new Pokemon craze and offers
many great solutions to overcome these problems. I found this book to be very relevant to
myself as I am in the process of trying to overcome my Pokemon Go addiction. I found this book
to be very informative and insightful. Thank you Daniel for your great work and contribution into
the scary world of Pokemon Go addiction.”

C. B., “A good practical guide. A brief practical-oriented booklet on Pokemon Go addiction,
which could actually apply to any similar game on mobile platform. We live in a decive-oriented
decade, and this generated new kinds of addictions -as dangerous as ancient addictions are-
which we can become more aware of.”

Budi A., “Concise and easy to read and digest. Simple, clear and concise to target those who
are actually struggling with "Pokemon Go addiction", which has all the necessary symptoms of a
bad habit that might prove to have hugely detrimental in your life. Buy this book and alleviate this
growing problem that might be causing harm to your family and friends.”

DCampeoni, “Highly recommended. Very good guide of Pokemon Go, helped me a lot, excellent
highly recommended. I have 3 days without playing Pokemon Go, before I played +10 hours
daily”

The book by Robert H. Thune has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 24 people have provided feedback.



Chapter 1 – When Does It Become An Addiction? Chapter 2 – What Causes the Addiction?
Chapter 3 – Getting Away From the Game Chapter 4 – Avoiding Temptations Chapter 5 –
Finding New Things To Do Chapter 6 – What If a Craving Comes Along? Chapter 7 – Why
Professional Help Is Only a Last Resort
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